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The Welcome Table: On Creating Brave Space 

- a sermon compiled and presented by Dawn Daniels, UUFCM Minister 

Sunday, September 3, 2017 

 

What does it mean to be a people of welcome? That is the question for today and will be the question 

for all of our Sundays together here during the month of September. During each worship service, we 

hope to shine a light on a different aspect of what that question means to us as a religious community 

and how we both individually and together are called to answer it. Those of you who have been 

around here for a while are familiar with the term radical hospitality – that’s what we’re talking about. 

The kind of welcome and hospitality that goes beyond the social niceties and reaches for a deeper 

sense of acceptance and understanding; a sense of welcome that challenges us and invites us to 

step out of our zones of comfort, to encounter both one another and the stranger. The welcome 

exemplified by a radical hospitality is nothing less than a spiritual practice that goes to the very heart 

– in fact, is a foundational root - of who we are as a people of faith. So, this is no small thing we’re 

talking about here.   

The image of the welcome table is one of two central images of our faith. In fact, one brief way 

of sharing the essence of Unitarian Universalism – and believe me, brief explanations of our tradition 

are a thing to be cherished - is an explanation that involves looking at the two symbols of our faith – 

the flaming chalice and the welcome table. “From the Unitarian part of our heritage we affirm the 

sacredness within, believing in becoming our best and highest selves. This inner spark is symbolized 

by our flaming chalice. From the Universalist part of our heritage we affirm that all persons are 

accepted and loved. This is symbolized by the table in our congregations where all are welcome.” 

(Reverend Nancy Pellegrini, from a sermon entitled Radical Hospitality) 

It is in ancient Jewish tradition where we first encounter the image of the welcome table and a most 

radical hospitality with Abraham and his storied welcome of three total strangers. “Abraham did not 

wait for the unannounced visitors to arrive at his tent; he ran out in the heat of the day to greet them, 

inviting them under the shade of his oaks. He did not ask for names, country of origin or photo ID. 

Instead he bowed, requesting the privilege of washing their feet. Offering them “a little bread,” he did 

not serve whatever he had on hand. He ordered fresh cakes made from choice flour and a tender calf 

from his herd slaughtered and prepared especially for the three strangers whose names he did not 

know, wayfarers who turned out to be [emissaries of God].” - Karen Hering 

http://www.unityunitarian.org/uploads/6/1/0/3/6103699/september2011.pdf 

http://www.charlestonuu.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Sermon-Final-Radical-Hospitality-May-15-2016.pdf
http://www.unityunitarian.org/uploads/6/1/0/3/6103699/september2011.pdf
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I would like now for us to consider a variation of our question for the day. But first I need to ask you to 

turn with me to the back of our hymnal to reading #662.  

This is a responsive reading titled “Strange and Foolish Walls" by the late Rev. A. Powell Davies, the 

former minister of All Soul’s Unitarian Church in Washington, D.C. I would like us to read this aloud 

together, with me reading the regular text and you responding with the italicized text. 

The years of all of us are short, our lives precarious. 

Our days and nights go hurrying on and there is scarcely time to do the little that we might. 

Yet we find time for bitterness, for petty treason and evasion. 

What can we do to stretch our hearts enough to lose their littleness? 

Here we are – all of us – all upon this planet, bound together in a common destiny, 

Living our lives between the briefness of the daylight and the dark. 

Kindred in this, each lighted by the same precarious, flickering flame of life, how does it 

happen that we are not kindred in all things else? 

How strange and foolish are these walls of separation that divide us! 

 

The Rev. Rob Hardies, who is the current senior minister of All Soul’s Unitarian Church in 

Washington D.C. used the reading we just shared to begin his message from his pulpit last 

November, two Sundays following the presidential election. Like our experience here that November, 

All Soul’s also experienced an increase in attendance following the election…only their numbers were 

a little bigger – they had 1600 people attend services on the Sunday immediately following the 

election…according to Rob, that was somewhat higher than their average.  

On that second Sunday following the election, Rob asked this variation of our question:  

“What does it mean to be a people of the welcome table in an age of the wall?” This was 

the essence of his message that day, that “this is the question we will all face again and again 

in the years to come… In our resistance, we must not succumb to the temptations of self-
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righteousness. We must not succumb to the false belief that threats to the welcome table are 

solely external to us. Let us once and for all confess that the cultures of racism, patriarchy, 

xenophobia, and transphobia shape our souls too, even as we seek to resist them… The 

welcome table calls us now not only to ministries of resistance but also ministries of 

reconciliation...beginning with the people that are closest to us…and begin the conversation 

with your story…and invite their story with openness…” 

~ Rob Hardies http://www.all-souls.org/node/1579 

Some of you here may remember the David Whyte poem I shared last Sunday titled “Start Close In” – 

that’s what Rev. Rob is preaching to here. That is the work of the welcome table and a practice of 

radical hospitality in the age of the wall. To be willing…to be brave enough to engage not only with 

our own internal culture of racism – and all the other isms we can name – but to be brave enough to 

engage more deeply with those who differ from us.  

 

The Rev. Jennifer Bailey has lived out an answer, or rather, lived into an answer to Rob Hardies’ 

question that was recounted recently in a blog post on the On Being website. She writes about the 

power of welcome in an age of loneliness and the project she initiated in the first one hundred days 

following the election is a powerful example of the necessity of the welcome table, both quite literally 

and figuratively.  

She writes: 

We’re living in what’s been termed “the age of loneliness”: we’re more connected than ever 

before, and simultaneously, more isolated. We rely on social media in place of face-to-face 

contact. We bemoan the deterioration of conversation as we spend more time looking down at 

our screens than up at the people we’re talking to. But, really, the problem is that we do not 

give ourselves permission to talk about the things that truly matter. 

One of our biggest sources of resilience in combating loneliness is what psychologists call 

“common humanity”: the degree to which you see your struggles as part of the human 

experience. “To feel less lonely in your stress, two things help,” writes Stanford psychologist 

Kelly McGonigal. “The first is to increase your awareness of other people’s suffering. The 

second is to be more open about yours.” 

http://www.all-souls.org/node/1579
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Over the past two months, I have gotten in the habit of breaking bread with strangers over 

dinner tables small and large all across the United States. 

On the campus of a Christian university in Texas, my tablemates were college students at a 

interfaith gathering. They came to the table because they were all invested in creating bridges 

across lines of religious difference. One student from Nepal described his experiences growing 

up in refugee camps before finding a new home in the U.S. His voice cracked as he expressed 

his fear that pathways to safety could be blocked for those fleeing violence today. 

Meanwhile, at an international gathering of social innovators in Miami, we found ourselves 

sharing about pain in our personal lives. Over lemon bars and brownies, stories of 

childhood abuse and domestic violence rose to the surface and were held with great 

compassion by those privileged to bear witness to these accounts. 

Back home in Nashville, I circled up with six women, many of whom hail from small towns in 

the rural Midwest and South. Sitting at the table they opened up about the chasm they felt 

between themselves and their communities in the aftermath of the presidential election. One 

young woman expressed her doubts that she could ever truly “go home” again because her 

political orientation is so different from the people she grew up with. A chorus of nods around 

the table greeted her. 

What is striking about each of these conversations, is that, though they took markedly different 

directions, they all began with the same set of three questions. The questions were each 

designed to elicit stories from my tablemates about times they felt unwelcome and times they 

felt at ease. These dinners did not come about by accident, but with deep intention, arranged 

through a campaign I launched with two friends called #100Days100Dinners. 

The invitation is simple. During the first 100 nights of the new presidential administration we 

asked everyday Americans to host a dinner in their home either with folks you know — to 

encourage belonging and individual and collective healing — or with folks you don’t know — 

with the goal of bridging political, ideological, and identity difference. Over the past three 

months we heard from people in 282 villages, towns, and cities hungry for connection. [On the] 

100th day of the administration, we will host our 110th dinner in Kalamazoo, Michigan. 

I would be lying to you if I said that the work of recognizing our common humanity in 

the current political and social environment is easy. It is not. The 2016 election cycle 

revealed that the rupture at the heart of our communities runs deep. It is the product of 
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decades of rhetoric that have framed differences of opinion as irresolvable conflict and 

oppositional voices as the “enemy.” All the while the unacknowledged impact of systemic 

racism, classism, and sexism lingers like a festering wound that rots away our ability to 

see the problems that plague our communities as interconnected. 

The painful truth is that there are many among us who do not know people whose life 

experiences are different than our own. As more people move to cities, the chasm between 

rural and urban communities is growing because mobility is a luxury only afforded to those with 

the ability to pay for it. We still live with the remnants of insidious housing policies that 

intentionally segregated black and brown bodies from white ones. In the absence of proximity, 

our instinct is to turn to who and what we know. In our echo chambers, we find shelter and 

reinforcement for both our core values and worst prejudices. 

What have I learned through the #100Days100Dinners project? The story of division so 

prominent in today’s headlines is not the final word on our democracy. Each dinner I attend 

reinforces a new narrative. A story that reveals that unity does not mean sameness, and it 

is indeed possible to bridge differences without compromising your values and 

principles. 

The first step is the extension of an invitation to what my friend and colleague Micky ScottBey 

Jones calls “brave space.” A former birth doula, Micky is now a “justice doula” helping support 

and encourage the growth of changemakers working to build communities that recognize the 

worth and value of each living being. 

Brave space recognizes that there is no such thing as safe spaces in our communities. We all 

have the potential to hurt others and be hurt ourselves. If we are to move forward toward a 

more loving vision of what we can be, we must do it together. It will require vulnerability and 

courage. Perhaps, most poignantly, it will require the risk of saying yes to the unfamiliar 

for a chance at the transformational. 

To embody this orientation toward brave space, we open each dinner with a poem written by 

Micky that captures why this work is so important and embodies an ethic of radical hospitality: 

Together we will create brave space 

Because there is no such thing as a “safe space” 

We exist in the real world 
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We all carry scars and we have all caused wounds. 

In this space 

We seek to turn down the volume of the outside world, 

We amplify voices that fight to be heard elsewhere, 

We call each other to more truth and love 

We have the right to start somewhere and continue to grow. 

We have the responsibility to examine what we think we know. 

We will not be perfect. 

This space will not be perfect. 

It will not always be what we wish it to be 

But 

It will be our brave space together,  

and 

We will work on it side by side. 

We invite you all to pull up a chair. One dinner will not change the world. One conversation will 

not heal all wounds. Yet, it can be a start and beginning is half the battle. 

- by Jennifer Bailey 

https://onbeing.org/blog/jennifer-bailey-the-power-of-welcome-in-an-age-of-loneliness/ 

 

And this, too, I want you to know – the Rev. Jennifer Bailey, who has been named one of “15 Faith 

Leaders to Watch” by the Center for American Progress and is working on her first book tentatively 

titled Confessions of a #Millennial #Minister, happens to be an ordained itinerant elder in the African 

Methodist Episcopal Church… 

The welcome table is for all of us. 

https://onbeing.org/blog/jennifer-bailey-the-power-of-welcome-in-an-age-of-loneliness/

